Personalized cardiovascular intervention simulation system
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Abstract Background This paper proposes a series of geometry and physics modeling methods for the full operation procedures of personalized cardiovascular intervention, which in all have been applied to a virtual endovascular simulator. Given personalized clinical computed tomography angiography (CTA) data, mesh models of the cardiovascular system are firstly constructed in a semi-automatic way. By coupling 4D magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences corresponding to a complete cardiac cycle with related physics models, a hybrid kinetic model of the cardiovascular system is built to drive kinematics and dynamics simulation. On that basis, the operation procedures related to intervention instruments are simulated based on specially-designed physics models, which can be solved in real-time, so that the complex interactions between vessels and instruments can be well simulated. Meanwhile, X-ray imaging simulation algorithms and realistic rendering algorithms for virtual intervention scenes are also proposed. Especially, an instrument tracking hardware with haptic feedback is developed to serve as the interaction interface of real instruments and the virtual intervention system. Finally, a personalized cardiovascular intervention simulation system is developed by integrating the aforementioned techniques, which can significantly improve the visual and haptic immersions of vascular intervention simulation, effectively satisfy the demands of intervention training, personalized intervention planning and rehearsing.
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1 Introduction and Motivations

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) remains the leading cause of mortality in China and even worldwide[1,2]. Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is an effective treatment for CVD. The clinical treatment procedure of PCI includes: inserting guidewire and catheter into the coronary artery via the femoral artery or radial artery, using a balloon to remove the occlusion in the coronary artery, and placing stents to improve the blood circulation[3,4]. All these operations are performed with guidance from real-time X-ray
imaging. The number of PCI clinical cases in China keeps growing in recent years and there were over 750,000 cases in 2017[5]. However, the amount of existing interventional cardiologists cannot meet the demand for treatment. The virtual intervention system, which combines the virtual reality and medical techniques based on clinical image data, can provide immersive virtual operation environment and process and facilitate to shorten the training cycle of cardiologists and improving training effect. Meanwhile, the virtual intervention system plays a significant role in decreasing life-threatening complications of both training and clinical treatment. Moreover, utilizing the virtual intervention system, intervention planning and rehearsal can be achieved effectively, which can further improve the quality of medical services[6-8].

The keys to developing a virtual intervention system lie in the patient-specific vessel geometric and physical modeling and the dynamic simulation of the vessel under the interactions with operation instruments. The modeling accuracy of vessels and instruments has a direct impact on the effectiveness and credibility of intervention planning and rehearsal. Besides, the dynamic simulation plays a decisive role in the immersion of the virtual intervention system. Therefore, there are many works dedicated to the modeling and simulation methods for the cardiovascular system and other human organs[9-13]. This paper proposes a 4D modeling and simulation method for the cardiovascular system. Patient-specific vessel geometric and dynamical models are established from the clinical CTA data. Operation instruments are simulated via physics-based modeling and real-time resolving for their interactions with vessels. Besides, an operation instrument tracker with haptic feedback function is also developed and integrated into the virtual intervention system. The proposed method and integrated system, with high reality in visualization and haptic feedback, is significant for the promotion of immersive and interactive PCI simulation, and can well meet the demand for intervention training and rehearsal.

2 Related Works

Virtual reality technologies have been gradually applied in the field of medicine. The development of virtual intervention system can dramatically improve the effects of clinical medical diagnosis and reduce the risks and costs of surgical training. The researches about virtual intervention system stem from the United States and Sweden, and there are already mature intervention simulator products at present. In 2004, Gallagher et al. proposed that cardiovascular intervention needed a new training mode urgently to deal with the risks of using patients for surgical training, and the outstanding role of virtual reality technology in laparoscopic surgery training at that time had suggestive significance[14]. In 2007, Dawson et al. developed a training system for vascular intervention, which simulated the operation process of angiography and stent placement[15]. Since 2007, Simbionics and Mentice have developed several generations of intervention simulators. ANGIO MENTOR simulator of Simbionics is the first commercial simulator using photoelectric sensors to detect the movement of surgical instruments, which can be used for training and evaluation of vascular intervention. Mentice's VIST-LAB simulator has a number of surgical training modules, which can be used for the operation training on angiography and vascular intervention of various organs and tissues. Both of the vascular intervention simulators can provide one-dimensional haptic
feedback and real-time X-ray image simulation, but they are short in simulating three-dimensional anatomical human organs and tissues. The studies on the virtual intervention system of cardiovascular intervention start much later. Chang et al. developed a surgical simulation system for cerebrovascular interventional, which included visual feedback and haptic feedback, and were used for the training on basic operation skills of cerebrovascular intervention surgery\textsuperscript{16}. Yang et al. used Autodesk 3ds Max to model and simulate human soft tissue organs such as bladder and liver, and proposed the basic method for soft tissue simulation based on Autodesk 3ds Max\textsuperscript{10}. However, such modeling method is inefficient and difficult to be widely used in processing personalized clinical image data. Xie et al. developed a haptic feedback device for cardiovascular intervention\textsuperscript{17}. At present, although there are some research reports on the technologies related to cardiovascular intervention, the modeling and simulation methods for the whole operation process and PCI simulator with versatile functions have not yet been reported.

3 4D Hybrid Modeling for Personalized Cardiovascular System

Due to the diversity of individual vascular structure and lesion locations, extracting patient-specific cardiovascular model from clinical image data is the basis of conducting intervention training and rehearsal. To achieve this goal, we proposed novel vessel geometric and dynamic modeling methods.

3.1 Geometric Modeling based on Personalized Clinical Image Data

CTA is a common preoperative examination program for patients. Since X-ray cannot penetrate the contrast medium, angiographic images can be used to diagnose the location and type of vascular lesions. Fig. 1 shows the work flow of patient-specific vessel mesh model extracting from CTA. Given a sequence of clinical CTA slices, the images are first transferred to 3D volume data. Then, a GPU based level-set segmentation algorithm is employed to conduct the semi-automatic segmentation on the volume data\textsuperscript{18}. In this segmentation phase, user-specified seeds are placed at region of interest (ROI) in the images to initialize the level set field, which is updated at all active elements according to the equation below:

$$\Phi(x,t) = \Phi(x,t-\Delta t) + \Delta t F(x,t) \nabla \Phi(x,t-\Delta t)$$

(1)

Where $F(x,t)$ is the speed function, $x$ denotes the coordinate in the image, $t$ is the current time, and the scalar field $\Phi(x,t)=0$ represents the 3D level set surface. For each vascular branch, a set of vessel section boundary contours can be automatically obtained with the segmentation algorithm after the seed points are set along its central line. Although this segmentation method is efficient, it cannot completely separate the blood vessels from the tissues or organs that they attach to. For this reason, we use spline fitting on contours and provide control vertices to allow manual adjustment. The adjusted contours can be further used to generate a single vessel mesh model by lofting. Finally, all the obtained vessel mesh models give rise to a complete cardiovascular system mesh model.
3.2 Motion Modeling and Simulation for Personalized Cardiovascular System

The cardiac system keeps beating during the whole process of intervention. In order to promote the fidelity and accuracy of virtual intervention, we develop a dynamic cardiovascular simulation system to recover and simulate the highly realistic beating motion of the whole cardiac system by integrating Position Based Dynamics (PBD)\(^{[19]}\) and mass-spring models\(^{[20]}\).

Given the reconstructed mesh model of cardiac system, we generate a tetrahedral model based on Delaunay tetrahedralization\(^{[21]}\) firstly. Then, elastic spheres\(^{[22]}\) are placed at the vertices of each tetrahedron to character the volumetric properties, and each pair of these spheres are connected together with 3D springs, which control elongation, flexion and torsion, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The filling-sphere model of the cardiac system decouples local deformation and global deformation, namely, the applied forces will generate a local deformation first, and then propagate to the global model, which can well guarantee the system's stability.

Different from the mesh model of cardiac system, the personalized 4D CTA data, which contains temporal and spatial information, is hard to obtain during clinical diagnosis and treatment procedure due to the difficulty and the clinical necessity of acquisition. In order to seek a universal 4D modeling method for cardiovascular system, we extract the ventricles motion features from 4D MRI sequences consisting of a complete cardiac cycle. The extracted ventricle motion features are used as template to drive personalized cardiac motion model in a visually-plausible way. As shown in Fig. 3, ventricle mesh models are extracted from each frame of a complete cardiac cycle (Fig. 3 a-e). A bi-ventricular model for smooth cardiac cycle motion is then obtained by interpolating linearly between frames based on the deformation fields. We then build a relationship between the personalized cardiac system model and the template ventricular model (Fig. 3 f).
so that the kinematic motion modeling can be driven by the ventricular motion. Considering personalized cardiac system model has the same topological structure with the template ventricular model, we divide them into small regions and keep the correspondence of topological structure. Then Gaussian mapping is used to match two regions from different mesh models, and we model the personalized dynamic cardiac motion with mass-spring system. In our implementation, the number of the divided sub-regions for each mesh is 700.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** The template ventricle motion models from 4D MRI sequences (a-e) and the matching between them and patient-specific cardiovascular models (f).

### 4 Modeling and Interaction Simulating for Surgical Instruments

Vascular intervention uses various kinds of guidewires and catheters as the major surgical instruments. In order to realize real-time simulation for the interactive motion process of the guide wire/catheter in the blood vessel, physical modeling of the guidewire/catheter is the foundation. In this paper, a continuous physical guidewire model is constructed based on the continuous Cosserat\(^{[23]}\) theory, so that the guidewire/catheter has the freedoms of both forward/backward movement and torsion movement. The physical model is further discretized to make it more operable. We define constraints and the energy-constrained Lagrangian motion equation to satisfy the physical model of the guidewire/catheter. The interaction between the guidewire/catheter and the blood vessel is calculated with collision detection algorithm. To realize the simulation of the guidewire/catheter during the operation, the displacements and motion states of the guidewire/catheter are updated via solving the motion equation in an implicit Euler method.

#### 4.1 Physical Modeling for the Guidewire/Catheter

The spatial shape of the guidewire/catheter can be approximated by their center lines, and the volume of the guidewire/catheter can be neglected. To realize the continuous spatial shape description of the elastic thin rod, the center lines can be expressed with a curve \( r(\sigma) = (r_x(\sigma), r_y(\sigma), r_z(\sigma))^T \). In the curve expression, \( r(\sigma) : [0,1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 \) represents the position specified by line element \( \sigma \in [0,1] \) on the center line of elastic thin rod. The spatial position can only describe the bending and tension of the elastic thin rods, but is not capable in describing the torsion of the cross section of the elastic thin rods. For this purpose, an orthogonal coordinate system is established at each point on the center line of the elastic thin rod. The coordinate axis directions are \( d_1(\sigma), d_2(\sigma) \) and \( d_3(\sigma) \). The orthogonal coordinate
system is used to help represent the forwarding, bending and torsion of the elastic thin rods. Particularly, \( d_i(\sigma) \) parallel to the tangent direction of the guidewire/catheter center line, which means the following formula should be satisfied:

\[
\frac{r'}{r} - d_i = 0
\]  

Here \( r' \) represents the spatial derivative of the center line. This constraint couples the center line and direction information of the guidewire/catheter. Fig. 4 shows continuous physics-based model for the guidewire and catheter.

The norm \( \|r'\| \) express stretch forming of center line \( r \) in position \( \sigma \), and the spatial derivatives in directions \( d_k, k = 2, 3 \) represent spatial bending and torsion of the guidewire/catheter. In order to simplify motion description and simulation calculation, quaternion is used to represent rotation instead of 3D coordinate system. The physical model of the continuous guidewire/catheter is discretized to solve the motion and deformation equations of the guidewire/catheter. The center line is divided into \( N \) discrete spatial control points \( r_i = r(\sigma_i, t) \in \mathbb{R}^3, i \in [1, N] \). Afterwards, \( r_ir_{i+1} \) is an element on the center line. Its length can be modified. The center line element has its own direction and is used to describe the bending and rotation of the guidewire/catheter. The directions of the center line elements are expressed by quaternions \( q_j, j \in [1, N - 1] \). The discretized physics-based model of guidewire/catheter is shown in Fig. 5.

After discretization, the spatial derivative of the center line is obtained by:

\[
r'_i = \frac{r_{i+1} - r_i}{\|r_{i+1} - r_i\|}
\]  

If the tensile stiffness coefficient of the guidewire is very large, the spatial derivative of the center line can be obtained:
\[ r'_i \approx \frac{1}{l_i} (r_{i+1} - r_i) \]  
(4)

Of which, \( l_i = \|r_{i+1}^0 - r_i^0\| \), and \( r_i^0 \) is the initial position of the control vertex \( r_i \).

The spatial derivative of the direction of the central line element can be approximately expressed as:

\[ q'_j \approx \frac{1}{l_j} (q_{j+1} - q_j) \]  
(5)

Where \( l_j = \frac{1}{2} (\|r_{i+1}^0 - r_i^0\| + \|r_{i+2}^0 - r_{i+1}^0\|) \).

Since the discretized physical model only records the coordinates and direction information at the control points, it is necessary to interpolate the points between the center line elements, which can greatly simplify the expression and calculation of the guidewire/catheter motion.

### 4.2 Representation of Guidewire/Catheter Motion

Based on the physical model of the guidewire/catheter, the motion of the guidewire/catheter is described by the Lagrangian motion equation with constraint conditions. This kinematics model needs two integrity constraints, Eq.6 couples the position of the particle on the guidewire/catheter center line with the direction of the central line element, Eq.7 ensures that quaternions can represent the rotation correctly.

\[ C_p = \frac{r'}{\|r'\|} - d_i = 0 \]  
(6)

\[ C_q = \|q\| - 1 = 0 \]  
(7)

By introducing Lagrange multiplier, the motion prototype expression of the guidewire/catheter become

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{g}_i} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial g_i} + \frac{\partial V}{\partial \dot{g}_i} + \frac{\partial D}{\partial g_i} + \lambda \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial g_i} + \mu \frac{\partial C_q}{\partial g_i} = \int F_e \, d\sigma \]  
(8)

In this equation, \( T \) is the kinetic energy of the guidewire/catheter that can be calculated from translational kinetic energy and cross-sectional kinetic energy of the center line. \( V \) is the potential energy of guidewire/catheter and is calculated from the potential energy of tensile and bending deformation. \( D \) is dissipation energy and is calculated with internal friction coefficient. \( F_e \) is the combined external force and moment, and \( g_i \in \{ r_x, r_y, r_z, q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4 \} \) is generalized coordinate. \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) are constraint coefficients.

By solving the equation, the motion state and displacement of the guidewire/catheter can be updated, and the motion simulation results of the guidewire/catheter can be obtained.

### 4.3 Interaction Simulation between Instrument and Blood Vessel

It is necessary to simulate the interaction between the guidewire/catheter and the blood vessel as well as the physical deformation and movement of the guidewire/catheter itself. In cardiovascular
intervention, the guidewire/catheter maintains its motion in vessels under the constraints of the vessel wall. Therefore, the simulation process is realized with the collision detection and response between the guidewire/catheter and the vessel wall.

Collision detection between guidewire/catheter and vessels has the following characteristics. Firstly, during the insertion process of guidewire/catheter, the basic geometric unit topological shape of guidewire/catheter will change. Secondly, the problem of self-collision is not involved, because the guidewire/catheter travels in narrow vessels. Based on the characteristics above, considering that the collision detection with spatial hash grid does not need to update bounding box in real time as the method based on hierarchical bounding box, which can avoid the inefficiency of the method caused by the change of geometric topological shape, a collision detection method based on spatial hash collision grid is adopted in our method.

Fig. 6 shows the flow chart of the collision detection algorithm based on hash grid. The unit side length of the spatial hash grid is selected first. Then the spatial hash grid is established, and the collision detection unit is mapped into the hash grid. The index of the collision unit is built to detect whether there is tetrahedrons intersection, and record the collision point. GPU is used for parallel processing in building AABB bounding box, calculating tetrahedral hash value and inverse matrix of tetrahedron, and resolving collision elements contained in hash grid.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6** Flow chart of the collision detection algorithm based on hash grid.

When two colliding objects with different grid densities collide at one vertex, their penetration vectors are different. The intersection between the guidewire/catheter and vessels involves different mesh densities, which inevitably results in different penetration vectors. The direction of vascular penetration vector is the normal of the intersection plane, and the direction of the guidewire/catheter penetration vector is the tangent direction of guidewire/catheter in penetration part. The calculation formula of response force is as follows:
Here $E_1$ and $E_2$ are collision rigidity coefficients of blood vessel and guidewire/catheter, $\delta_i$ and $\delta_j$ are the penetration depth of the blood vessel and guidewire/catheter, $n_i$ and $n_j$ are the penetration vectors of blood vessel and guidewire/catheter. Based on the collision detection and force calculation between the guidewire/catheter and the vessel, the complete simulation of motion and interaction of the guidewire/catheter in vessels is shown in Fig. 7. Firstly, the physical model of the guidewire/catheter is established, and the Lagrangian motion equation is constructed. The collision detection between the guidewire/catheter and the vessel is calculated, and the force is substituted into the Lagrangian motion equation. Implicit Euler method is used to solve the motion equation to update the state of guidewire/catheter. Repeat the process until the whole guidewire/catheter enters the vessel and interacts with it.

![Flow chart of the guidewire/catheter motion and interaction simulation in vessels.](image)

### 5 X-Ray Imaging Simulation

#### 5.1 Blending Deep Maps of the Organs and Tissues

Real-time X-ray fluoroscopy is a prime reference for doctors to trace and diagnose during intervention. The accuracy and fidelity of X-ray imaging simulation in virtual intervention system is crucial for surgical training and rehearsal. The mesh models of the vessels and related organs used in virtual intervention system are based on clinical CT data. Considering the differences of individual blood vessels, the trend of vessels and organ characteristics, there is inevitable occlusion and intersection between the meshes of vessels and different organs. It makes a great challenge on the sorting of vessels in radiation direction and the calculation of radiation energy attenuation, which affects the real-time simulation of cardiovascular X-
ray images. We propose a sequence-independent depth map blending algorithm, and use the blending results to calculate the tissue thickness of the branches and organs in the radiation direction.

As shown in Fig. 8, to set the parameters of the scene camera in 3D virtual scene, the location of the ray source is taken as the position of the scene camera, and the direction of light emission is taken as the direction of observation. The projection coordinates of each vertex are calculated by using the projection matrix of the world viewpoint in the vertex shading pipeline. The third component of the projection coordinates is the depth value related to the ray source of the vertex. In the vertex shading pipeline, the depth values of all the vertices are normalized to [0, 1]. The smaller the depth values are, the vertex is closer to the ray source. Conversely, the depth approaching 1 indicates that the vertex is far from the source. Therefore, the depth value can be used to judge the occlusion relationship of vertices in the ray direction and the thickness of vessels and organs in the ray direction represented by the mesh model. By mapping the depth value to the color value and eliminating the triangular patches with larger depth value, the frontal depth map of the 3D scene can be obtained. By eliminating triangular patches with smaller depth values, the backward depth map of the scene can be obtained.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8** Camera settings in 3D virtual scene to obtain depth maps.

In order to obtain the thickness of vessels and organs in the ray direction with high efficiency, depth maps are used for sequence-independent blending operation. The algorithm is as follows. The linked list structure is constructed and stored in the element Shader. The linked list elements record the attributes of the elements contributing to the final color of the pixel, including color, Alpha value and depth value. The total number of fragments added to the list is then recorded. For each pixel, a separate linked list is generated, which contains all the element attributes contributing to the pixel. All pixels are stored in the same buffer image. Each pixel needs to save its own header pointer and store it in 2D image with the same size of frame buffer. Atomic operation is used to update the header pointer, and atomic exchange operation is used to ensure that multiple Shaders do not add operations to the same list, so it will not affect the results of each other. After the construction of linked list data structure, in the second rendering process, the Fragment Shader traverses the linked list corresponding to the pixels and ranks the fragment metadata in the linked list in depth. When all the elements are arranged in depth order, the blending operation can be completed from the back to the front. Finally, the thickness of the vessel and organ model corresponding to the projection position can be obtained by calculating the difference between the forward and backward depth.
5.2 X-Ray Imaging Simulation based on Energy Attenuation

Bones contain much calcium, which due to its relatively high atomic number absorbs X-rays efficiently. This reduces the amount of X-rays reaching the detector in the shadow of the bones, making them clearly visible on the radiograph. Other organs and tissue types also absorb rays in different extent. In order to generate real-time virtual X-ray images, we use Lambert-Beer law to simulate the process of X-ray penetration and calculate intensity attenuation. When a narrow-beam monochrome X-ray passes through a medium with uniform density and atomic number, assuming the thickness of the medium is $L$ and the absorption coefficient of the medium is $\mu_x$, Lambert-Beer law describes the relationship between the intensity $I$ of the transmitted ray and the intensity $I_0$ of the incident ray via:

$$I = I_0 e^{-\mu_x L} \quad (10)$$

In our implementation, we simulate the X-ray penetration for each vessel and organ separately. We consider that the density and atomic number of a tissue type are uniform approximatively. If X-ray passes through multiple objects, the effect of attenuation is cumulative. Based on the results of depth maps blending, we simulate rays traversing the sorted sequences from ray source to the final synthetic image. In this process, the final intensity is calculated according to the Lambert-Beer law.

![Figure 9](image.jpg)

**Figure 9**  Left to right: Virtual X-ray image of cardiac system (a), aorta (b), and organs (c) after blending.

6 Design of Instrument Tracker with Haptic Feedback

A tracking equipment with haptic feedback function for surgical instruments is developed to make the trainees use real surgical instruments to interact with the virtual vascular intervention, and make them experience the operation process vividly. The instruments related to displacement and haptic interaction in vascular intervention mainly include guidewire, catheter, balloon guidewire and stent guidewire. Therefore, the virtual intervention system of vascular intervention should be able to collect the following feedback information: real-time acquisition of the guidewire/catheter movement (including forward and backward
movement and rotation movement); real-time feedback of the resistance of the doctor's operation caused by friction and collision of the guidewire/catheter in the blood vessel (including forward and backward resistance and rotation resistance). Trainees operate the guidewire/catheter through the blood vessel by pushing, pulling and twisting. The guidewire/catheter has two degrees of freedom motions: forward and backward motion along the axis and circumferential rotation motion, i.e., feedback force includes push-pull force and twist force.

The instrument tracker designed in this paper can track the motion of the guidewire/catheter, and provide 2-DOF motion feedback and 2-DOF haptic feedback at any position along the axis of the guidewire/catheter. As shown in Fig. 10, the instrument tracker is composed of displacement tracking module, haptic feedback mechanism, driving motor, motor driver, guide rail, controller, etc. During the operation of virtual intervention, the detection equipment is connected with the simulation computer. Through the main/auxiliary tracking module, the tracker recognizes the surgical instruments entering the pipe with machine vision method, and follows the guidewire/catheter along the axis direction. The information of the surgical instruments and the motion parameters, such as type, position, velocity and acceleration, are transmitted to the computer. According to the above information, a virtual guidewire/catheter model is constructed and simulated, and the simulated image is rendered in real-time. At the same time, the feedback force of the interaction between the guidewire/catheter and different parts of the virtual cardiovascular system is calculated, which is decomposed into push-pull feedback force and twist feedback force. The control signal is obtained by calculation, and the controller transmits it to the motor driver to drive the motor and make feedback module work. The haptic feedback module and the main/auxiliary tracking module do not interfere with each other and can move along the guide rail to exert feedback force at any part of the guidewire/catheter. The guidewire/catheter transfers the virtual feedback force to the trainees to achieve the training purpose of virtual intervention.

![Figure 10](image.png)

**Figure 10** Architecture of the instrument tracker with haptic feedback.

### 7 System Integration and Result Analysis

As shown in Fig. 11, the virtual intervention system for vascular intervention is built mainly with the proposed cardiovascular 4D modeling and simulation method, surgical instrument modeling and simulation method. Instrument tracker with haptic feedback function and hardware-in-the-loop simulation modules such as air pump and injector are also involved. The software was deployed on a desktop computer with an Intel Core processor clocked at 3.7 GHz, with 8 GB RAM and an NVIDIA GTX 1060 GPU. The integrated
virtual vascular intervention system supports personalized clinical data 4D modeling, uses real surgical instruments for interactive operation, provides real-time simulation of the whole process of vascular intervention with haptic feedback, and can carry out effective surgical training, preoperative planning and rehearsing.

Figure 11 Vascular intervention simulation system.

7.1 Result Analysis on Cardiovascular 4D Modeling

Fig. 12 shows 4D modeling results of the cardiovascular system and motion simulation results during cardiac contraction and diastole. We demonstrate the visualization effect of the extracted vascular mesh model. The vessels can follow the cardiac deformation movement in the cardiac cycle. On the one hand, the simulation results can be used to simulate the angiographic images in the system. On the other hand, as a real-time linkage between 3D anatomical views and 2D X-ray angiographic images, the simulation results can guide the trainees to establish the corresponding relationship between 2D images and 3D space in operation training. Cardiovascular X-ray simulation results based on deformable mesh model are shown in Fig. 13, with the location of cardiovascular lesions marked. The rendering method of angiographic effect presented in this paper have been validated on a number of personalized data. It can vividly render the filling and dissipation process of contrast media at all levels of blood vessels or lesions robustly.

Figure 12 Results of 4D cardiovascular modeling and simulation.
Table 1 shows the data scale and the processing time of personalized vascular models extraction from clinical CT data. Level set segmentation and lofting of multi-branch blood vessels are performed on two sets of different CT data. The cumulative time of automatic processing is 2 to 3 minutes. The proposed model extraction method can process preoperative exam data in real-time, and has strong practicability in surgical planning and rehearsing.

Table 1  Statistics about the personalized vessel mesh model construction from CT data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CT data No.1</th>
<th>CT data No.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume data size</td>
<td>512<em>512</em>276</td>
<td>512<em>512</em>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vascular branches involved in modeling</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of extracted contour lines of blood vessels</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of triangular patches after lofting</td>
<td>205804</td>
<td>437602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative automatic processing time (seconds)</td>
<td>141.85</td>
<td>188.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average manual processing time (minutes)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2  X-Ray Imaging Simulation Results

Fig. 14 shows the X-ray image simulation results of surgical instruments in vascular intervention. Fig. 15 shows the X-ray image simulation of the treatment process, from left to right: balloon (not dilated), balloon (after dilated), and angiography effect after smashing lesions, and finally the dissipation of contrast media. The performance of the X-ray image simulation algorithm is shown in Fig. 16. When the number of triangular facets in 3D scene exceeds 200,000, the frame rate of X-ray simulation image can reach 125 FPS, which means high computation efficiency and processing ability of the simulation method meeting the demand of real-time interactive performance in virtual intervention system.
Functional Analysis of Vascular Intervention Simulation System

The research about virtual intervention system has been carried out earlier in the United States, Canada, Sweden, and some mature vascular intervention training systems have been put into practical application as products. The representative systems include VIST-LAB and ANGIO MENTOR. We compare our virtual vascular intervention system with these two systems in functions of X-ray imaging simulation, 3D anatomical view, personalized data processing and training effect evaluation, which are closely related to the virtual intervention objectives. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2  Function comparison among several vascular intervention simulation systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>VIST-LAB</th>
<th>ANGIO MENTOR</th>
<th>Our system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personalized modeling data interface</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray imaging simulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (Pleural only)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D dynamic simulation of organs</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time linkage between 3D and 2D</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation record</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of virtual intervention</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared with the virtual intervention system of vascular intervention which has been put into application, our virtual intervention system has obvious advantages in personalized data based modeling, real-time 3D dynamic simulation of human organs and tissues, X-ray imaging and 3D simulation linkage. Besides, it achieves or surpasses the level of similar system in X-ray imaging simulation, operation recording and operation evaluation of trainees. The system supports instant modeling and simulation of personalized clinical data to meet the demands of virtual intervention rehearsal. It can be used in cardiology basic teaching, surgical skills training, personalized surgical planning and rehearsal, surgical effect evaluation, new surgical technology experiments, etc. The cardiovascular intervention system has been now applied in Peking Union Medical College Hospital, Beijing Anzhen Hospital, Beijing Chaoyang Hospital, etc.

8 Conclusions

We propose a series of geometry and physics modeling methods for the full operation procedure simulation of personalized cardiovascular intervention, which in all have been applied to a virtual intervention simulator. Given personalized clinical CTA data, cardiovascular geometric model and dynamical model are built semi-automatically. Operation instruments are simulated via physics-based models, and the interactions between instrument and vessels can be real-timely resolved with efficient collision detection.
Based on the results of 4D modeling and simulation of cardiovascular system and the motion simulation of surgical instruments, we respectively propose a simulation algorithm for cardiovascular X-ray imaging based on depth map blending and a realistic rendering method. Besides, an operation instrument tracker with haptic feedback function is also developed and integrated to the virtual intervention system. The proposed method and integrated system has high reality in visualization and haptic feedback, which can significantly improve the visual and haptic immersion of vascular intervention simulation, and effectively satisfy the demands of intervention training, personalized intervention planning and rehearsing.
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